Copyright Acknowledgment

Syncsort is a registered trademark of Syncsort Corporation.

The content in this handout has been compiled from Syncsort documentation, IBM Corporation, third party, and information in the public domain. Organizations having SYS-ED conduct Syncsort training will be required to have a licensed version of the software.

The presentation outline, content, and exercises for this courseware were developed by Linda Bliden and David Silverberg. It has been reviewed and edited by David Shapiro.

For purposes of consistency, the single word dataset is used for presenting screens, defining terms, and explaining concepts in this courseware. Our research and experience with the software indicates that Syncsort and IBM online and reference documentation makes reference to both dataset and data set in the software and its reference manuals.

Mainframe training aids can be downloaded from:

http://www.sysed.com/shared/refcards.asp?maincat=mainframe

Technology updates and answers to information technology questions are distributed at:

http://www.mfutilitiesandtoolsbysysed.us/
http://www.mfutilitiesandtoolsbysysed.us/commquests.htm

SYS-ED is always looking to improve the quality of its courseware. Issues regarding the content need to be forwarded in writing to support@sysed.com inclusive of the chapter and page: chapter x; page y.